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For most of us, a vacation is something we look forward to. A holiday is a time of excitement and
fun. But the days of preparation prior to the holiday can sometimes be stressful. With proper
planning of your travel and luggage, your vacation can be an enjoyable one.

Things to Look for While Purchasing Travel Bags

Lightweight backpacks are ideal for your travel and luggage selection. There is no hassle of waiting
for checked- in baggage if your backpack is of reasonable size.

Perhaps, an important criterion while purchasing a travel bag is the price. There are plenty of budget
bags available in the market. Most of them give way due to inferior fabric or wheels. Hence, itâ€™s
advisable to go for durable branded bags for your travel and luggage.

The notion that hard shell bags are heavy doesnâ€™t hold good anymore. With the use of
polycarbonates, hard-side bags such as American Tourister and Samsonite only weigh 8-12 lbs.

Another choice you have to make for your travel and luggage is whether you need a wheeled or a
non-wheeled bag. The bags without wheels weigh lesser than the wheeled ones and can be easily
fitted into the aircraft overhead lockers. Wheeled bags on the other hand are considerably better as
even a heavy suitcase can be dragged along effortlessly.

Finally, your travel bag should have an attractive design. Although colour and design are personal
choices, a black colour is good as stains and abrasions will not be noticed. 

Travel Bags for a Hassle-Free Trip

A functional rucksack is an excellent travel and luggage bag and is provided with all the gadgets
required for your trip. â€˜Carlton Dash Holdallâ€™ is a fine example of a bag best suited for a business
traveller. Itâ€™s available in red, blue and black.

The â€˜Cath Kidston New Rose Bloomâ€™ is vibrant and is perfect for your summer holiday. The
waterproof â€˜Overboard Dry Bagâ€™ is ideal for those going on an exciting boating trip. Some examples
of branded light weight bags are Pierre Cardin, Coleman, Claiborne Ambassador and Liz Claiborne.

Travel Accessories

There are several things you should remember to take before setting off on a holiday. Besides your
rucksack and carry-on bags, your travel accessories include several items depending on the trip.

A good train case is necessary to hold all your toiletries. Your health is important during your
journey; hence a first aid gear, your prescription medicines and other medications for common
illnesses should be taken. Travel accessories for comfort consists of a travel pillow, pillow cases,
bed insert, ear plugs etc.

If your itinerary includes a trip to the beach, there are quite a few travel accessories you need to
pack. Beach mats and beach shelter, a hammock and outdoor blanket have to be packed. You
should not forget your sunglasses and sunscreen. If children are accompanying you, make their day
fun-filled by taking a set of masks and snorkel, kidsâ€™ goggles, sand toys etc.
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Other essential Travel accessories include your camera or camcorder for those special moments of
your trip. Together with this, the batteries and charger should not be left behind. Before you leave
home, itâ€™s wise to verify all the items with a checklist.
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